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Mutations in the VMD2 gene are associated with
juvenile-onset vitelliform macular dystrophy (Best
disease) and adult vitelliform macular dystrophy but
not age-related macular degeneration
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Recently, the VMD2 gene has been identified as the causative gene in juvenile-onset vitelliform macular
dystrophy (Best disease), a central retinopathy primarily characterised by an impaired function of the
retinal pigment epithelium. In this study we have further characterised the spectrum of VMD2 mutations in
a series of 41 unrelated Best disease patients. Furthermore we expanded our analysis to include
32 unrelated patients with adult vitelliform macular dystrophy (AVMD) and 200 patients with age-related
macular degeneration (AMD). Both AVMD and AMD share some phenotypic features with Best disease
such as abnormal subretinal accumulation of lipofuscin material, progressive geographic atrophy and
choroidal neovascularisation, and may be the consequence of a common pathogenic mechanism. In total,
we have identified 23 distinct disease-associated mutations in Best disease and four different mutations in
AVMD. Two of the mutations found in the AVMD patients were also seen in Best disease suggesting a
considerable overlap in the aetiology of these two disorders. There were no mutations found in the AMD
group. In addition, four frequent intragenic polymorphisms did not reveal allelic association of the VMD2
locus with AMD. These data exclude a direct role of VMD2 in the predisposition to AMD. European Journal of
Human Genetics (2000) 8, 286–292.
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Introduction
First described in 1905, the juvenile onset vitelliform macular
dystrophy (Best disease–MIM 153700) is an autosomal domi-
nant disorder characterised by a striking accumulation of
yellowish material within and beneath the retinal pigment

epithelium (RPE).1 With time, the primary egg yolk-like
lesions often progress through a series of well described stages
including the apparent disintegration of the vitelliform
structures.2,3 Ultimately, choroidal neovascularisation and/or
chorioretinal atrophy occur and are generally associated with
severe loss of visual acuity. Although exceptions have been
reported,4–6 electro-oculography (EOG) is thought to be
typically abnormal in Best disease, providing an important
diagnostic tool for carrier detection.7,8 Both the ophthalmo-
scopic and electrodiagnostic features of Best disease suggest
the RPE to be the primary site of the defect.
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The gene responsible for Best disease, VMD2, was first
localised to chromosome 119,10 and subsequently refined to
an 980 kb interval in 11q13 flanked by polymorphic DNA
loci D11S4076 and UGB.6,11–16 Recently, the VMD2 gene was
identified by positional cloning, and thus far 29 different
disease-related mutations have been described.17–20 VMD2 is
RPE-specific and is comprised of 11 exons coding for a
585 amino acid protein of unknown function. The identifica-
tion of the disease gene now facilitates research aimed at
understanding the pathogenetic mechanism underlying Best
disease. It also provides the basis to investigate a potential
role of VMD2 in phenotypically related maculopathies.

A dystrophy of the macular fovea was first described by
Gass.21 Since this first report, the disease has been referred to
by numerous names but most commonly as adult foveal
macular dystrophy of Gass or adult vitelliform macular
dystrophy (AVMD). It is generally accepted as a distinct
clinical entity although with highly variable penetrance and
expressivity.22 Affected individuals have morphological
changes very similar to those in Best disease and may or may
not have accompanying small druse-like deposits in the
paracentral region.21,23 AVMD is differentiated from Best
disease by a later onset, smaller lesions, slower progression
and, most importantly, a slightly subnormal to normal
EOG21,24–26 Although many cases appear to be sporadic,
evidence for autosomal dominant inheritance has been
provided.21,22,26 Mutations in the peripherin/RDS gene have
been found in a small proportion of cases suggesting that
AVMD is a genetically heterogeneous phenotype.27,28

Best disease and AVMD also share some important pheno-
typic features with age-related macular degeneration (AMD),
the leading cause of visual deterioration in the elderly
population of industrialised countries.29,30 Clinically, AMD is
characterised by druse, abnormal deposits of extracellular
material on the inner layers of Bruch’s membrane and
beneath the RPE, as well as pigment changes, atrophy of the
RPE, and choroidal neovascularisation.31,32 Similar to Best
disease and AVMD, lipofuscin accumulation in the lysosomal
compartment of the RPE also appears to be a first and crucial
step in the disease aetiology of AMD. Two forms of AMD have
been described based on the individual appearance of the
druse and the subsequent development of geographic atro-
phy (atrophic form) or choroidal neovascularisation (exuda-
tive form). Exudative AMD represents the most common
form of late-stage AMD associated with severe visual loss. The
aetiology of AMD is not well understood although family
history, in addition to numerous environmental factors, is
known to be a significant risk factor.33–37

The present study has two major goals. The first is to
analyse the VMD2 gene in a larger series of Best disease
patients in order to further characterise the spectrum of
disease-causing mutations. This addresses the question of
genetic homogeneity vs heterogeneity in Best disease but
may also be useful to identify functionally important
domains in the protein. Consequently, this may facilitate

further studies into the molecular mechanisms underlying
Best disease. The second purpose is to investigate the possible
role of VMD2 in the pathogenesis of other maculopathies
with overlapping phenotypes, in particular AVMD and the
complex AMD.

Material and methods
Patients
Peripheral blood was obtained from 41 unrelated individuals
with Best disease. Twenty-five of the probands have a positive
family history, whilst 16 probands have an unknown or
negative family history of the disease. All individuals were
referred from ophthalmologic clinics throughout Germany
with the exception of B-29 (UK) and B-30 (Canada).

Samples were also available from single-affected, first-
degree family members of Best disease patients designated as
B-12, B-16, B-27, B-41, B-51 and B-52 and from multiple-
affected and unaffected family members of patients B-1, B-6,
B-7, B-8, B-25, B-29, B-30 and B-45 (Table 1). The number of
family members participating (affected/total) was: 3/4 for
B-1, 9/13 for B-6, 6/8 for B-7, 3/5 for B-8, 7/13 for B-25, 3/3 for
B-29, 2/4 for B-30, 4/7 for B-45. At least two generations are
represented in all these families.

Peripheral blood was obtained from 32 unrelated individ-
uals with AVMD. Each of these patients has been examined
by one of the authors (HS, DP, UK). Twenty-one patients were
repeatedly seen at the University Eye Clinic, Essen (Ger-
many), with an average follow-up time of approximately
13 years (ranging between 5 and 46 years). All patients had
had periodical photodocumentation, fluorescein angiog-
raphy and electro-oculography (EOG) in the past. At the time
of re-examination, family history, visual acuity, colour vision
and EOG were documented. Two probands (A-3 and A-18)
reported a family history of AVMD, and for each a DNA
sample from one additional first-degree relative was available
for genetic analysis. All individuals are of German origin. All
have been screened in a previous study and were found to be
negative for mutations in the peripherin/RDS gene.28

Samples from 200 AMD patients and 140 unaffected con-
trols were included in the study. The AMD group represents
the broad clinical spectrum of the disease and contains
100 individuals with geographic atrophy and 100 individuals
with exudative AMD of whom 56 have choroidal neovascular
membranes and 44 have pigment epithelial detachments
(PED). In the latter group tears in the RPE were sometimes
observed and were associated with (vascular PED) or without
choroidal neovascular membranes (avascular PED). Only
patients with unilateral or bilateral late forms of AMD were
included but not those with druse only. The control group is
comprised of individuals visiting the same clinic as the AMD
group but for other reasons. They were examined by fundus
examination and only those with less than five hard druse
and no other signs of AMD were included in the study.
Average age of the AMD group is 75.6 years (ranging from 55
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to 93 years) compared to 79.2 years (ranging from 48 to
102 years) in the control group.

DNA analysis
For all samples, the ten coding exons of the VMD2 gene were
screened by single stranded conformational analysis (SSCA).
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood accord-
ing to standard techniques. Individual exons were PCR
amplified with oligonucleotide primers and conditions as
described previously.17 PCR products were separated by
electrophoresis on a 6% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel
with or without 5% glycerol at 4°C. DNA fragments with
mobility shifts were directly sequenced by the PRISM Ready
Reaction Sequencing Kit (PE, Applied Biosystems, Weiter-
stadt, Germany) and an ABI310 automated sequencer.

Genotyping was performed for the families of Best disease
patients B-1, B-6, B-7, B-8, B-25, B-29, B-30 and B-45 with the

use of highly polymorphic microsatellite markers at
D11S956, D11S1765, FTH, and UGB tightly flanking the
VMD2 gene.6,15 Haplotypes were constructed where addi-
tional family members were available and segregation analy-
sis of the disease-associated haplotype was performed
(Table 1).

Intragenic polymorphisms – 221T → C, IVS4–24C → T, IVS–
del(TCC)3 and 1410A → G have been previously reported17,18

and have been determined in the present study for the AMD
and age-matched control group.

Results
Mutation analysis in Best disease
By SSCA and subsequent direct sequencing a total of
23 unique alterations were identified in 34 Best disease
patients (Table 1). No mutations were identified in seven
patients, six of whom had no or an uncertain history of Best

Table 1 VMD2 mutations in Best disease

Patient Family Nucleotide Exon/ Amino acid Conserved Segregation of mutation
ID history change Intron change amino acida (disease haplotypeb)

B-20 yes G25A 2 V9M yes not done
B-48 yes G28A 2 A10T no not done
B-29 yes C61G 2 L21Vc no yes (5-9-2-4)
B-30 yes C61G 2 L21Vc no yes (5-9-2-4)
B-47 unknown C73T 2 R25W yes n.a.
B-43 yes C81G 2 S27R yes not done
B-28 no A176T 3 Q58L no n.a.
B-15 no C274A 4 R92S yes n.a.
B-3 yes C297A 4 N99K no not done
B-51 yes C297A 4 N99K no single-affected relativee

B-24 no T299G 4 L100R no n.a.
B-44 yes T299G 4 L100R no not done
B-32 yes G422A 4 R141d yes not done
B-29 yes G626A 5 S209Nc no yes (5-9-2-4)
B-30 yes G626A 5 S209Nc no yes (5-9-2-4)
B-32 yes IVS+1GÕCIVS 5 unknownd n.a. not done
B-13 no C652A 6 R218S yes n.a.
B-53 unknown C652A 6 R218S yes n.a.
B-22 yes C670A 6 L224M no not done
B-26 unknown C670A 6 L224M no n.a.
B-8 yes T693G 6 S231R no yes (6-6-2-6)
B-52 yes C710G 6 T237R no single-affected relativee

B-12 yes C728T 7 A243V no single-affected relativee

B-27 yes C728T 7 A243V no single-affected relativee

B-41 yes C728T 7 A243V no single-affected relativee

B-4 yes TCAdel 8 I295del no not done
B-19 no TCAdel 8 I295del no n.a.
B-21 yes TCAdel 8 I295del no not done
B-23 yes TCAdel 8 I295del no not done
B-35 no TCAdel 8 I295del no n.a.
B-25 yes G898A 8 E300K no yes (12-4-7-3)
B-1 yes T903G 8 D301E yes yes (7-11-4-3)
B-16 yes T903G 8 D301E yes single-affected relativee

B-18 yes G901A 8 D301N yes not done
B-6 yes T929C 8 I310T no yes (9-7-3-6)
B-5 unknown T932G 8 V311G no n.a.
B-7 yes T932G 8 V311G no yes (6-9-2-1)
aAmino acids highly conserved in C. elegans, D. melanogaster, and Mus musculus;17,18 bDisease-associated haplotype at markers D11S956,
D11S1765, FTH, UGB; cL21V and S209N segregate together; dR141S and IVS5+1GÕC were found in one patient. Pattern of segregation is
unknown. The consequence of the mutation has not been verified; eFirst-degree relative with the mutation. n.a.: not applicable.
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disease. In contrast, the family of one individual, B-45, was
studied in three generations and clearly shows segregation of
the disease with the 8-4-2-5 haplotype at markers D11S956,
D11S1765, FTH, and UGB (data not shown). In addition to
SSCA, the sense and antisense strands of the 10 coding exons
of patient B-45 were directly sequenced; however, no disease-
associated change was identified.

The majority of the mutations found were missense
mutations (21/23 distinct mutations). Four missense muta-
tions, V9M, A10T, R218S, D301E and an amino acid deletion,
I295del, have been previously found in unrelated Best disease
patients.17,19,20 Another five mutations, R25W, R92S, R218S,
E300K and D301N affect the same codons as the mutations
R25Q, R92C, E300D, R218C and D301E previously reported
to be associated with Best disease.17–20 I295del and A243V
appear to be common mutations in our Best disease popula-
tion. Five I295del alleles and three A243V alleles were
identified in affected individuals unrelated by genealogy.

Three Best disease patients were found to carry multiple
alterations. Individual B-32 has a mutation affecting the
invariant GC dinucleotide at the splice donor sequence of
exon 5 (IVS5 + 1G → C) as well as a mutation at the
phylogenetically highly conserved codon 141 (R141H)
(Table 1). It is unknown whether the two alterations occur on
the same haplotype as DNA samples from additional family
members were not available for further studies. Patients B-29
and B-30 from the UK and Canada, respectively, have two
missense mutations L21V and S209N. In both families
segregation analyses demonstrate that the mutations are
present on a single allele (data not shown). Furthermore,
haplotype analysis with markers at D11S956, D11S1765,
FTH, and UGB shows an identical disease haplotype in both
families (5-9-2-4) indicating a common founder for the
L21V/S209N allele (Table 1). No significant differences in
severity of phenotype were noted between the three patients
with double alterations and the other Best disease patients in
this sample.

Segregation analyses demonstrate that the mutations
S231R, E300K, D301E, I310T and V311G are associated with
Best disease in the families of patients B-8, B-25, B-1, B-6 and
B-7, respectively (data not shown). In addition, haplotype
analysis showed a distinct haplotype segregating in each of
these families (Table 1). In the families where only one
additional affected family member was available for study,
the identified mutation also occurred with the disease. For
example, the D301E mutation was identified in both patient
B-16 and his affected sister. Also, N99K and T237R were
found in the first-degree relatives of B-51 and B-52, respec-
tively. The A243V missense mutation was identified in
probands B-12, B-27, B-41, and their affected first-degree
relatives (Table 1).

Mutation analysis in AVMD
Four different missense mutations were present in eight out
of 32 unrelated AVMD patients (Table 2). Patient A-21 has a

replacement of threonine by proline at codon 6 (T6P). This
mutation has been previously reported in two families with
Best disease.18 Similarly, the mutation A243V, identified three
times in our Best disease population, is also present in five
AVMD patients (B-10, A-13, A-18, A-36, and A-37). Two
mutations, each found once, R47H in patient A-27 and
D312N in patient A-3 have not been reported previously.
Interestingly, the two patients who reported a family history
of AVMD, A-3 and A-18, had mutations in the VMD2 gene.
The presence of the mutations was confirmed in the available
samples from affected first-degree family members.

Mutation analysis in AMD
No disease-associated alterations were identified in the
atrophic and the exudative AMD group. Two silent altera-
tions, both C → T changes at nucleotide positions 933 and
1023 with no resulting amino acid change, were each
detected once in AMD patients but not in the controls
(Table 3). A moderately polymorphic allele (C → A) at nucleo-
tide 219 was identified and was present in similar frequencies
in the atrophic and exudative AMD group as well as in the
controls (Table 3). The frequencies of nucleotide alterations
of the four known frequent intragenic polymorphisms
(221T → C, IVS4–24C → T, IVS–del(TCC)3 and 1410A → G)

Table 2 VMD2 mutations in AVMD

Patient Family Nucleotide Amino acid Conserved
ID history change Exon change amino acida

A-21 no A16C 2 T6P no
A-27 no G140A 2 R47H no
B-10 no C728T 7 A243V no
A-13 no C728T 7 A243V no
A-18 yes C728T 7 A243V no
A-36 no C728T 7 A243V no
A-37 no C728T 7 A243V no
A-3 yes G934A 8 D312N no
aAmino acids highly conserved in C. elegans, D. melanogaster, and
Mus musculus.17,18

Table 3 Frequencies of polymorphisms and rare variants in
AMD patients and controls

Nucleotide Amino Atrophic Exudative Control
change acid AMD patientsa AMD patientsa groupa

–221 TÕC none 0.29 0.31 0.32
(57/198) (62/200) (31/96)

219CÕA I73I 0.07 0.07 0.04
(13/200) (13/200) (8/192)

IVS4–24CÕT none 0.22 0.26 0.28
(44/198) (52/198) (26/94)

IVS6–del(TCC)3 none 0.10 0.08 0.10
(20/196) (16/200) (29/278)

933CÕT V311V 0 0.01 0
(0/200) (1/200) (0/192)

1023CÕT P341P 0.01 0 0
(1/200) (1/200) (1/192)

1410AÕG T470T 0.30 0.30 0.28
(60/200) (59/200) (27/96)

aNumber of alleles is given in parentheses.
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were determined but did not show significant differences
between the three study groups (Table 3).

Discussion
We have described 23 unique VMD2 mutations in 34 of 41
unrelated individuals with Best disease. Of the 25 probands
with a positive family history, 24 (96%) were found to have
mutations in the VMD2 gene. Our analysis has not detected
a mutation in one proband (B-45) although, by haplotype
analysis, the disease appears to be linked to the Best disease
locus on 11q13.1 in three generations of affected individuals.
The mutation may have remained undetected by our PCR-
based detection method used in this study. In particular, we
cannot exclude mutations in the promoter or intronic
regions or the involvement of larger structural rearrange-
ments. Although similar explanations may account for the
remaining six affected individuals in which we were unable
to identify a VMD2 mutation, it is important to note that
careful pedigree analysis has not established clear evidence of
family history of Best disease in any of the six cases. In the
absence of this important diagnostic criterion, some of these
cases may have been misdiagnosed or may represent pheno-
copies. In conclusion, our study confirms VMD2 as the gene
underlying Best disease and demonstrates that this disorder is
a genetically homogenous condition if the diagnosis includes
a positive family history. When the individuals with
unknown or no family history are considered, the rate of
mutation detection decreases noticeably to 69% (11/16)
suggesting genetic heterogeneity in this group of sporadic
Best disease-like cases.

AVMD has been shown previously to constitute a heteroge-
neous group of disorders, caused in approximately 18% of
cases by peripherin/RDS mutations.27,28 We now provide
additional evidence for genetic heterogeneity by identifying
four different VMD2 mutations in eight of the 32 individuals
(25%) studied. In all these probands peripherin/RDS was

excluded as the disease-causing gene prior to the mutation
analysis in the VMD2 gene.28 Similar to our findings in Best
disease a positive family history appears to be a significant
factor for the identification of VMD2 mutations as both
individuals with a positive family history of AVMD also had
disease-related mutations in VMD2. The large number of
patients without known genetic alterations in either the
peripherin/RDS or the VMD2 gene strongly argues for the
presence of at least a third gene involved in the aetiology of
AVMD.

Two of the mutations found in the AVMD group, T6P and
A243V, have also been identified in Best disease18 raising the
possibility that these patients have been misdiagnosed and in
fact may represent atypical cases of Best disease. To address
this issue, we have examined the clinical features of individ-
uals with the A243V mutation present in both study groups
(Table 4). Generally, the EOG is accepted as an important
electrodiagnostic tool for the diagnosis of Best disease38,39

and is thought to be useful for distinguishing AVMD.40 While
EOG is typically found to be abnormal in Best disease,38,39 the
average EOG parameters in AVMD are found to be in the
normal range.40 In our AVMD patients with the A243V
mutation EOGs are normal or only slightly below baseline
with the exception of patient A-36 who has clearly sub-
normal EOGs (Table 4). Overall, the EOG values appear to fall
into the range typical for AVMD.40 In contrast, the Best
disease patients with the A243V mutation seem to have
higher EOG values than is typically seen in this disorder. In
fact, two of the patients, B-12 and his daughter B-46, have
EOG values in the normal range whilst those of patient B-27
and his sibling B-36 are only slightly subnormal (Table 4).
Based on these data it appears that A243V may be a less
severe mutation with reduced penetrance probably obscuring
a family history of the disease in many cases. It is important
to note that this, in addition to a mild phenotype associated
with normal or near-normal EOG values, could lead to
misclassification of patients as having AVMD.

Table 4 Clinical phenotype of Best disease and AVMD patients with the A243V missense mutation

Age at Visual acuity EOG
Patient ID evaluation Family history right left Fundus description right/left (baseline)a

Best disease patients
B-12 51 yes 20/100 20/70 vitelliruptive 150/160 (131)
B-46 (child of B-12) 15 yes 20/20 20/25 previtelliform 189/178 (131)
B-27 30 yes 20/20 20/20 vitelliform 189/149 (200)
B-36 (sib of B-27) 42 yes 20/40 20/100 vitelliform 190/172 (200)
B-41 67 yes 20/100 20/80 vitelliruptive 120/100 (180)
B-42 (child of B-41) 34 yes 20/20 20/20 parafoveal deposits 134/136 (180)

AVMD patients
B-10 32 no 20/20 20/30 vitelliruptive 154/144 (131)
A-13 52 no 20/20 20/20 vitelliform 139/140 (150)
A-18 54 yes 20/400 20/400 atrophic 157/158 (150)
A-45 (child of A-18) 33 yes 16/20 16/20 small lesion 139/133 (150)
A-36 56 no 20/50 20/30 vitelliruptive 115/113 (150)
A-37 41 no 20/30 20/30 vitelliruptive 155/163 (150)
aEOG values below baseline are considered pathologic.
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Biocomputation predicts that the protein product of the
VMD2 gene contains at least four and probably five trans-
membrane domains. Figure 1 shows a topographical model of
VMD2 and provides a relative positioning of the 47 distinct
Best disease mutations identified to date17–20 (see also this
study). Four mutational clusters become evident with the
first at the immediate N-terminus (amino acids 6–27), the
second in the proposed intracellular loop near the second
transmembrane domain (amino acids 85–141), the third in
the proposed extracellular loop between the third and fourth
transmembrane domains (amino acids 218–235) and the
fourth on the extracellular side near the fifth transmembrane
domain (amino acids 295–311). These regions may prove to
be important in protein function and should be the primary
targets for further studies towards the understanding of the
molecular mechanisms resulting in Best disease. Interest-
ingly, no missense mutations have yet been found beyond
codon 312, a region representing more than 50% of the
protein. Therefore, this portion of the protein may be less
important in the cellular function of VMD2. This is sup-
ported by the finding that the C-terminal portion has no
known homology to known proteins in the databases, whilst
the first half reveals significant sequence identity to a large
number of proteins in various species such as C. elegans, D.
melanogaster and M. musculus.17,18

As with other complex multifactorial conditions, genetic
dissection of AMD is a difficult task. Conventional positional

cloning strategies rely on model-based linkage analysis to
localise the disease gene. This requires large families with
several living affected family members and is not feasible in
AMD due to its late onset. Therefore, most studies use a
candidate gene approach for mutation analyses and associa-
tion studies using gene loci already implicated in retinal
pathology or aging, eg the tissue inhibitor of metalloprotei-
nases-3,41,42 the retina-specific ATP-binding cassette trans-
porter (ABCR)43 and apolipoprotein E (APOE).44,45 Using a
similar approach in this study, we evaluated the VMD2 gene
but did not identify disease-related mutations in our AMD
population. In addition, four common intragenic polymor-
phisms have not revealed an association between the disease
locus and AMD. We therefore conclude that VMD2 does not
play a major role in the aetiology of AMD.

In summary, this study demonstrates that mutations in the
VMD2 gene are associated with both Best disease and AVMD
but not AMD. Furthermore, AVMD appears to be a genetically
heterogeneous condition and may include patients with a
mild form of Best disease. This study provides an example of
the use of genetic analysis to aid in the classification and
clinical diagnosis of the retinal dystrophies.
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